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With more than 17 years of experience, we at Action India are engaged in offering clients some of
the highly sophisticated spy instruments. Our range of spy instruments consists spy pen camera,
Spy Camera in Delhi,spy wall clock with remote,spy lighter camera, spy charger camera, spy wall
listening device,spy table clock camera, spy watch camera etc. In addition, we also have in the
offering innovative spy GSM based wireless device, spy world's smallest camera- button camera,
spy wireless audio video camera and sophisticated spy camera finder/camera lens detector. All of
our spy instruments are procured from industry leading vendors who are known for offering spy
instruments which have set the new record of excellence.

Real-time Video: You can call the video phone to check the image of monitoring area anytime and
anywhere.

Working Frequency: HSDPA/UMTS 850/1900/2100 MHz EDGE/GPRS/GSM 850/900/1800/1900
MHz

Capture images and Send to your mobile phone by MMS

Real Time audio: Call the camera and listen in

Motion and PIR Detection: Detect any motion or PIR within the monitoring area and send alarm

External Connection: Connect wireless sensors (Max. 15), such as door magnet, pir sensor, smoke
sensor, gas sensor etc. The camera can report alarm from all sensors connected

Watch images directly on your mobile phone: The camera sends MMS images to your mobile phone
for you to watch anywhere, anytime

Receive images by email: The camera can send MMS images to any preset email

Multi Alarm: Camera can send alarm both by SMS,MMS, email and by standard phone-call once
motion is detected

Monitoring Methods: Choose between manually or scheduled monitoring

Monitoring Methods: Choose between manually or scheduled monitoring

Remote Control: Include 2 remote controls for manual operation on/off and panic button

SMS Remote Control: Control the camera by sending SMS commands

SpecificationÂ•F

Synchronous: Video/Audio

Resolution: Video 640*480

Typical Microphone Range: 3m
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File Format: 3GP

Sensor: CMOS Sensor

Power Supply: AC Adapter or Internal Rechargeable Li-ion Battery

Construction: Plastic

Accessories: User Manual
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